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PRINCIPLE 1
Primary Need: (head of fishbone)
1.5G Does the leadership ensure that there is a continuum of supports that meet the academic, social, emotional, and behavioral needs of all students and has accountability practices to monitor the supports?

Root Cause:
Our social worker was unable to complete more in-class SEH lessons in the classroom and small groups due to virtual learning and social distancing.

Needs Statement: (tail of fishbone)
We need stronger in-class teaching of SEH lessons for both in-person and virtual learning.

Desired Outcome: (Needs statement restated in a positive)
We will develop stronger in-class teaching of SEH lessons for both in-person and virtual learning.

SMART Goal: (Required for all D, F, CSI and TSI schools)
Impact: (AzMerit)
In the 2021-2022 school year, in order to positively impact student achievement, we will develop stronger in-class teaching of SEH lessons for both in-person and virtual learning,  as evidenced by an increase from 1.9 to a 2.0 on the CNA by April 2021, as well
as a 10% increase in proficiency on our third and fourth grade AZMerit scores in ELA and Math.

Process:

Strategy #1:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will find expert speakers
to provide PD on c, Trauma,
and culturally relevant
practices.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Expert Speakers

We will seek out experts within the
Valley who can provide training,

growth to our staff about SEL related
topics.

Stephanie and Rick,
Admin; Social Worker

August 2021-May 2022
Agendas, pamphlets,

resources

Strategy #2:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will develop the RTI
triangle visual for teachers
about academics, behavior,
and SEH and share out.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

RTI Triangle
Share what the RTI triangle looks

like, and why.
Data Specialist, Admin August 2021-May 2022 RTI Triangles

Strategy #3:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
Teachers will provide Tier 1
instruction within the
classroom for SEH.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Tier 1 SEH support Teachers will have a dedicated time
in the schedule on Mondays to
teach SEH.

Classroom teachers,
social worker

August 2021-May 2022 Lessons
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Strategy #4:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
Teachers will receive PD,
training, and resources to
support AVID school-wide.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

AVID We will bring in speakers,
assemblies, summer institute,
books, and supplies for students
such as binders, pencil bags,
highlighters, white boards, flip
charts, white board markers,
crayons, pencils, markers, scissors,
markers, dividers, sheet protectors,
notebooks, and resources. We will
have an AVID Coordinator to lead a
committee to implement AVID
school-wide.

Classroom teachers,
Admin

July 2021-May 2022 Minutes, agendas

Strategy #5:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
Teachers will receive PD,
training, and resources to
support PBIS school-wide.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

PBIS The PBIS coordinator will work with
a committee to bring in speakers,
assemblies, and PD, as well as
materials such as poster makers to
post PBIS expectations around the
school. PBIS books for PD: Behavior
Principles: Core Classroom
Management Knowledge for
Educators
In addition, we will need the AVID
membership for PD resources and
Summer Institute training including
registration, travel, lodging. Sub days
will allow teachers to attend further
training during the school day.

Classroom teachers,
Admin, PBIS
Coordinator

July 2021-May 2022 Minutes, agendas, lessons,
posters
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PRINCIPLE 2
Primary Need: (head of fishbone)
2.6 E Are Professional learning opportunities offered in social, emotional learning, trauma sensitive, and culturally relevant practices?

Root Cause:

The environment and the ability to use outside resources was an obstacle to providing additional PD in social, emotional learning, trauma sensitive, and culturally relevant practices. This is

important because we know students achieve more when their emotional needs are met.

Needs Statement: (tail of fishbone)
We need an environment that allows for additional PD by our social worker and speakers in a more personal setting.

Desired Outcome: (Needs statement restated in a positive)
We will create an environment that allows for additional growth opportunities for our teachers for SEH, culturally relevant, and trauma sensitive practices.

SMART Goal: (Required for all D, F, CSI and TSI schools)
Impact: (AzMerit)
Process: In the 2021-2022 school year, in order to positively impact student achievement, we will create an environment that allows for additional growth opportunities for our teachers for SEL, culturally relevant, and trauma-sensitive practices,  as
evidenced by an increase from 1.5 to a 2.5 on the CNA by April 2021. The supporting evidence will include meeting agendas, professional developments, and PLC minutes.

Strategy #1:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):

We will hire a new, qualified
social worker and provide
training.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Hire Social Worker

Working with student services, we
will try to recruit, and hire a new
social worker to provide Tier 2 and
Tier 3 SEL support to our students,
as well as PD for our staff.

Stephanie and Rick,
Admin

Start in 2/20 Interview completion packet

Strategy #2:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will find expert speakers
to provide PD on SEH,
Trauma, and culturally
relevant practices.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Expert Speakers

We will seek out experts within the
Valley who can provide training,

growth to our staff about SEH
related topics as well as assemblies

for our students.

Stephanie and Rick,
Admin; Social Worker

August 2021-May 2022
Agendas, pamphlets,

resources

Strategy #3:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
Teachers will provide Tier 1
instruction within the
classroom for SEH.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Tier 1 SEH support Teachers will have a dedicated time
in the schedule on Mondays to
teach SEH.

Admin, Teachers
August 2021-May 2022

Lessons, student work
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PRINCIPLE 3
Primary Need: (head of fishbone)
3.4D Organization of Time: are opportunities provided for peer to peer observation and feedback and other collaboration?

Root Cause:

Overall Root Cause: Time is the biggest obstacle to providing opportunities for peer-to-peer observation and feedback and other collaboration. This collaboration is important because it will have a

positive impact on student learning.

Needs Statement: (tail of fishbone)
We need a schedule that builds in time for peer-to-peer observations.

Desired Outcome: (Needs statement restated in a positive)
We will build a better schedule that provides for time for peer-to-peer observations, as well as continue the common prep time and PLCs on Mondays to increase collaboration.

SMART Goal: (Required for all D, F, CSI and TSI schools)
Impact: (AzMerit)

Process: In the 2021-2022 school year, in order to positively impact student achievement, we will build a better schedule for time for peer-to-peer observations, as well as continue the common prep time and PLCs on Mondays to increase collaboration, as
evidenced by an increase from 1.3 to a 2.5 on the CNA by April 2021. The supporting evidence will include the master schedule, meeting agendas and minutes, and PLC minutes.

Strategy #1:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):

Provided in-depth PD about
effective PLCS

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

PLC PD

The leadership team will schedule
time the first few days before

school, and ongoing on Mondays, to
go through what a PLC meeting

should look like, and what should be
discussed in relation to the four

questions. Kathy Hill also provided
copies of the PLC plus book we can

study.

Stephanie, Rick,
Connie, and Becky,
leadership team;

instructional cabinet
TBD

August 2021-May 2022 PLC agendas and minutes

Strategy #2:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
Purposefully create a master
schedule that provides time
for collaboration and peer
observations.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Schedule

The leadership team will develop
and discuss a calendar that provides

for time embedded in preps to
observe other teachers and

collaborate. Mondays will continue
to be used for formal PLCs.  If this is
not possible, times will be provided
for teachers to visit classrooms with

the TLS.

Stephanie, Rick,
Connie, and Becky,
leadership team;
transformation
academics committee

February 2021 - August
2021

Master schedule
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Strategy #3:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
Using evaluation and prep
connects to determine areas
relevant to individual
teacher observation of
peers, as well as additional
time to collaborate.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Prep Connects The leadership team, including
admin, TLS, and Data Specialist will
identify areas that individual
teachers could focus on for peer
observations, as well as allow for
individuals to set their own goals for
what they would like to see and why
they would like to see it. These will
be based on needs such as SEL,
classroom management,
instructional strategies, etc.

August 2021-May 2022 Minutes, Evaluations,
observation notes

Modified IAP Worksheet/October 10, 2018



PRINCIPLE 4
Primary Need: (head of fishbone)
4.1B Curriculum: Do students have access to a media center?

Root Cause:
Due to the lack of organized space or environment, students do not have access to the media center on a consistent basis.  This is important for wide independent reading that will positively impact student
achievement.

Needs Statement: (tail of fishbone)
We need an organized, dedicated space for our students to use the media center.

Desired Outcome: (Needs statement restated in a positive)
We will create an organized, dedicated space for our students and teachers to use the media center in order to provide more access to books and resources. This will positively impact student achievement.

SMART Goal: (Required for all D, F, CSI and TSI schools)
Impact: (AzMerit)  In the 2021-2022 school year, in order to positively impact student achievement, we will create an organized, dedicated space for our students and teachers to use the media center in order to provide more access to books and technology,
as evidenced by an increase from 0.9 to a 2.0 on the CNA by April 2021, as well as a 10% increase in proficiency on our third and fourth grade AZMerit scores in ELA.

Process:

Strategy #1:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):

We will develop a schedule
for teachers to have a
weekly or bi-monthly
designated time to check
out books.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Book Checkout
Specials teachers will have a

schedule for rotating the book
checkout.

Specials team August 2021-May 2022
Book checkout information in

Destiny, established
check-out schedule

Strategy #2:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative)

With the transformation  to
a primary school, we will
take inventory of the books,
and surplus those not
appropriate for primary. We
will also re-organize
(alphabetize, etc.)

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Media Center Organization
Organize and surplus resources in

the media center.

Transformation
Committee, Reading
Interventionists

March 2021-December
2021

Surplus inventory sheets, 301
hours

Strategy #3:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will use our Title I
budget to purchase more

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect
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books/resources for the
classroom libraries for the
days when they cannot
check out books from the
media center.

Procure books and resources
Order more primary books and

resources for the classroom libraries
using Title I budget.

Admin, Reading
Interventionists,
classroom teachers

July 2021 - May 2022 Invoiceses, P0s

Strategy 4: Describe the
Strategy (Narrative): We will
purchase more technology
and furniture to be used in
the media center for our
students to use.

Technology and Furniture

We will order technology such as
portable whiteboards, laptops,

projectors, and additional innovative
technology and furniture to allow

for organization of materials and use
of technology. This will help to

organize for Principle 4 about more
access to books and the media

center.
5 Benches with Custom Logo (72" x

24" x 36"); 3 Tables (8 seat
rectangular); 3 Tables (4' top & 3

seats)
20 Cubbie Mobile Storage with Clear
Trays;Sonor BT stands and adapters;

Ukulele rack that holds 30; Basic
beats stand; Wenger Flipform

Admin July 2021 - May 2022 Invoiceses, P0s

Modified IAP Worksheet/October 10, 2018



PRINCIPLE 5
Primary Need: (head of fishbone)
5.2C Does staff honor and elevate a broad range of student perspectives and experiences by engaging them as leaders, problem solvers, and decision makers?

Root Cause:

Inability to meet in person, as well as the increased number of students switching to iSchool depleted our population of student leaders.

Needs Statement: (tail of fishbone)

We need to establish more opportunities for our students’ voices to be heard, both in-person and virtually.

Desired Outcome: (Needs statement restated in a positive)

We will establish more opportunities for our students’ voices to be heard, both in-person and virtually.

SMART Goal: (Required for all D, F, CSI and TSI schools)
Impact: (AzMerit)

Process: Process: In the 2021-2022 school year, in order to positively impact student achievement and opportunities for our students’ voices to be heard, we will establish more opportunities, both in-person and virtually, as evidenced by an increase from 2.0
to a 2.5 on the CNA by April 2021. The supporting evidence will also include meeting minutes, posters for student-led events, and clubs through the 21st Century programming.

Strategy #1:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will develop leadership
with next year’s third and
fourth graders by training
them to be school
ambassadors.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

School Ambassadors

Mr. Haney will grow these
ambassadors as leaders - they will

be chosen through teacher
recommendations, grades, and

attendance

Admin August 2021-May 2022 Ambassador script, checklist

Strategy #2:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will provide
opportunities in the school
day for student leaders to
be trained on how to anchor
news, interview, and edit
morning announcements.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Announcements
Mr. Haney and a teacher coordinator

will oversee the student
announcements.

Admin, teacher TBD August 2021-May 2022 Morning announcements

Strategy #3:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):

We will grow our student
council with new leaders
from all grades.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

STUCO Students will join STUCO and have
opportunities to plan events, spirit
weeks, dances, the carnival, and
other ways to voice their interests.

STUCO advisor August 2021-May 2022 Meeting agendas and
minutes

Modified IAP Worksheet/October 10, 2018



Strategy #4:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):

We will create a student
union, for students to meet
and plan, innovate, etc.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Student Union The student union will be a centrally
located area with a Media green
screen wall, flexible furniture, and
planning space for announcements,
Gifted and Talented, STUCO, and
more. This provides a creative
thinking space for our students to
become leaders.

Admin August 2021-May 2022 Meeting agendas and
minutes

Modified IAP Worksheet/October 10, 2018



PRINCIPLE 6
Primary Need: (head of fishbone)
6.1E Is there a system established to recruit and engage volunteers, matching businesses’, community agencies’, and families’ abilities and interest with a variety of volunteer opportunities?

Root Cause:
The increased safety precautions preventing parents, volunteers, and other stakeholders from volunteering in the school made it difficult to enrich our volunteership.

Needs Statement: (tail of fishbone)
We need to find more opportunities for our volunteers to help without being directly in the classroom.

Desired Outcome: (Needs statement restated in a positive)
We will increase the number and types of opportunities for our stakeholders to volunteer and provide services.

SMART Goal: (Required for all D, F, CSI and TSI schools)
Impact: (AzMerit)

Process: In the 2021-2022 school year, in order to positively impact student achievement and family engagement, we will increase the number and types of opportunities for our stakeholders to volunteer and provide services, as evidenced by an increase
from 1.7 to a 2.5 on the CNA by April 2021. The supporting evidence will also include volunteer sign-in hours, parent teacher conference attendance, sign-ins/attendance for Coffee Talks and other family engagement events.

Strategy #1:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
As we transform the school
to a primary, we can merge
parent organizations.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Parent Organizations
Establish a new parent organization
that includes members from both

ELMES and DES.
Admin, parents April 2021-May 2022 Announcements, Dialers,

Strategy #2:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
Our social worker will reach
out to local businesses and
organizations to match the
needs of our families with
their services.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Outreach
The social worker will reach out to the

community for our families’ news.
Social Worker July 2021-May 2022

Items, services provided to
our families

Strategy #3:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will use social media,
newsletters, agendas,
folders, and other
communication methods to
publicize and help engage
families in more out of
school opportunities.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Family Engagement Communication Our 21st Century Family Engagement
coordinator will develop weekly family
engagement calendars to send home,
as well as post on our social media.
Materials needed will include agendas
and binders for families.

Family Engagement
Coordinator, Admin

August 2021-May 2022
Calendars, photos on social
media

Modified IAP Worksheet/October 10, 2018



Strategy #4:
Describe the Strategy
(Narrative):
We will engage families and
the community in monthly
and annual events such as
coffee talks, Read Across
America, Spring/Fall
Carnival,and  Holidays
Around the World.

Action Step Title Describe the Action Step (Narrative)
Person Responsible

(Name and
Organizational Role)

Timeline
Begin-Completion Dates

ESSA Evidence Rating Program/Funding Tags Data/Evidence to Collect

Family Engagement Events We will purchase refreshments for
assemblies/speakers, games, and
books.

Admin August 2021-May 2022 Social media, photos, fliers

Modified IAP Worksheet/October 10, 2018


